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In my writing and my art I humbly aspire to such an ability. The
written thesis, as partial fulfillment of the M.F.A. degree requirements,
may take many forms, from a journal to a technical manual. In my
written thesis, I have reviewed many topics in order to develop and
explore a broad context for my visual work. This context has been
explored by delving into my notes on photography, research on
metaphysical art, reflections upon how the thesis concept germinated,
analysis of how the project was realized, insight into the content of
the images, followed by technical and historical research on the gum
dichromate process.
The expository writing that fills these pages is not intended to be
ground-breaking; rather, the thoughts that follow are more notes to
myself: a compilation in written form of the energies I expended on the
visual images created for my thesis. It would be an added bonus to
think that something written within these pages may be of interest, or
even perhaps assistance to the few readers who may chance upon these
words. Not expecting miracles, I have made extensive reflections,
notations, and analysis of my process and procedures, because I want
them clarified for my own future reference. The visual part of my
thesis is documented by the images I created. In order to document the
entire thesis process, I have endeavored to fill these pages with
coherent thoughts.
Photography: a personal viewpoint 1
In this opening chapter I will discuss, in a general fashion, how or
better perhaps, why, I have devoted my energies to photography, as opposed
to some other medium. It is an important question, relevant not only to the
fast times we live in, but more significantly, to the slow way in which I
utilize the photographic process. Also relevant, is a discussion of how I
see myself interacting with photographs, and images of the world made in
photographic likeness. So why photography? For one, because I have
certain attachments (an appropriately vague term) to the optical
faithfulness that photography employs when it describes the physical
world. Furthermore, photography has played a significant role in
mediating, interpreting, and presenting the world to my senses in the form
of vicarious experience that I integrate as knowledge. (As an aside note, I





photography, because the meanings of those words, from my point of view,
imply an unattainable level of objectivity.)
What I mean by
"attachments"
is that I am attracted to photographs
because they represent a complex set of inter-dependent personal
experiences; value forming experiences. The kind of experience we have a
tendency to look back upon as having a direct influence on our personal
"view of the world". I am referring to the cumulative effect of these
experiences as "attachments". That is only the introduction to the "long of
it". The "short of
it"
is that I am a "photograph
junkie"
and I get some sort
of meditative gratification from endlessly looking at photographs.
I believe a great portion of my experience/knowledge of the world
comes from photography or optically accurate images of the physical
world. As my needs change, the way in which photography has been a
vehicle for information also changes. As an early adolescent, I browsed
pictures endlessly. Images provided an anonymous playground for fantasy,
or if you will, blank canvases on which I would daydream, more like
escape. It would be hopeless to speculate where my understanding of the
so called factual nature of these images left off, and where my fantasy
world began.
I will digress, the issue of what was my sense of reality, in the context
of this paper, is not that important. What is important is recognizing my
willingness, inclination, habit, or whatever, to indulge freely, consciously
or unconsciously, in laying a vale of interpretation, of fantasy, over the
so-called objective representations of the world, ie. pictures. The latter
may apply to all persons. Personally, I indulge in a lot of conscious day
dreaming, when, in fact, I am often unconscious of what I am day dreaming
about. For me, this issue raises many questions concerning whether I see
what is really "out
there"
(reality etc.), or I see via the interference of my
collective being what "I
want"
to see. To elaborate on this issue is useful
because it highlights some of the inherent contradictions characteristic of
photography; paradoxes that contribute to the enigma of photography,
which in turn, contributes to my fascination with the medium.
By suggesting that I see what "I
want"
to see I am not saying that I have
control entirely over what I perceive; because, first, perception is an
inherently interdependent function. Secondly, moreover, perception is
often a passive experience, as when we unconsciously absorb information.
What I do believe, and the idea I am trying to support, is that a strong
influence is exerted (by my collective being) over what I see by having the
perceived information sifted through a filter constructed of expectation
and experience. Therefore, I see what "I
want"
to see ( by the virtue of
having no other option), and in fact do not perceive an objective reality.
Again, by saying I see only what "I
want"
to see, I am underlining the
subjectivity of perception, necessitated by the inescapable subjectivity of
my being .
Continuing to digress, this philosophical position seems to imply a
negation of the function of images made for the purpose of communication.
Not so, but I do believe that a conscious effort is required: an effort to
account for personal bias, an effort to avoid selective editing; and most
importantly, an effort to maintain the desire to experience other points of
view. In other words, participating in visual communication is a process
that requires my deliberate attention and desire to do so.
Up to this point, I think I have discussed photographs as any thing but
"photograph as
reality"
or "photograph as truthful document". This is
because such an assumption is a dubious one. It is the adeptness of
photographs to be an "invisible
bridge"
between reality (so to speak) and
fantasy that makes the medium so fascinating, and such an appropriate tool
for my work. The "invisible
bridge"
is such an incredible structure; it is
capable of spanning phenomenal crevasses. For myself, this is exemplified
by fictional images that intend to portray some generally accepted truth.
For example, a photograph of a violent death provokes an appropriate
response: horror. We are exposed to many fictional images through the
movie industry and sensationalist magazines of the private eye or
detective genre. In these magazines, for example, there are photographs of
re-inacted (faked) murder scenes. Some of this material has even been




by Les Krims. In such circumstances, and many others, the image
of death reverberates so strongly that it is impossible to escape,
paradoxically so, the "implied
truth"
- the horror of violent death,
regardless of the knowledge that the photograph is a fake. Hence, any
photograph has the potential to present a paradox, and photography as the
type I have described strikes me as being highly ironic.
The implication is, as has been said in many ways for an equally
numerous number of reasons, the medium is the message. The high degree
of
"believability"
that photographs have, is an inherent characteristic of
the medium; as such, it has considerably more influence on the viewer's
interpretation of any given photograph than any insight into the actual
veracity of the image. In many situations the emotional response
out-weights the logical one. For example, in spite of my awareness that a
particular photograph is a faked murder scene, I react to the "implied
truth": I'm shaken and repulsed. My reaction is an emotional response to
the general reality of violent death: photography has direct access, a hard
wire hook-up to our emotions. It is the power of photographs to seduce the
viewer into unwittingly suspending rational judgement that makes it such
an enticing medium to manipulate; to make the
"unreal"
real and vise versa,
to build many "invisible bridges". This irony is at the root of the myth of
photographic truth. Very simply said; we
"see"
with our hearts, desires,
expectations, and alittle bit with the rational side of our brain, but not
with our eyes as a perceptor of the physical sensations of light and
movement.
In the preceeding discussion I have explored barely tangential
digressions because I want to illuminate some of the numerous facets that
comprise the complex activity of photography. The discussion has been
general, only touching upon some complex issues, simply to raise them, not
explore them indepth. The reason being, I am embellishing a notion: certain
aspects of visual stimulation are a rich and profound experience for me.
With photography, reality and fantasy become mutual supporting tools with
which I can construct images. Photography is so rich because it can
encompass my desire to explore the world of fantasy as well as philosophy,
and who is to say how far apart they are.
Continuing to address the question, why photography? The following is
pertinent to answering this question. My first experiences with making
photographs myself represented a rite of passage for me. A passage from a
world where I had no control and seemingly no influence over my
environment, (of course I now know that this is a familiar angst among
adolescents) to a world where, through the activity of photography, I could
interpret, portray, and in some way influence my immediate social
surroundings in high school. The activity of photography enabled me to gain
control over my environment and my life. Photography became a tool,
which as an adolescent I used to "mark
out"
my world, or in some instances
mark out the trail to my world. By becoming seriously involved in
photography I gained a negotiable currency in a academic market, which
previously I did not have much to offer.
Photography offered me a path for exploring the rich and mysterious
aspects of the world (which were often embedded in the mundane). It also
offered the means to make these hidden worlds tangible, providing me with
a vehicle for sharing my facination with these new discoveries. Being able
to make photographs, that where as much captured as made, like one
captures a butterfly, and to touch them, allowed me to own a small part of
the world, and therefore not to be alien from it.
Throughout this chapter I have continued to add to what I meant by
saying that I had certain
"attachments"
to photography. I started with a
discussion of general reflections about my experiences with photographs.
Then the discussion became more specific, exploring the influence making
my own photographs has had on my
life. I have spun a lot of yarn, but
perhaps not yet woven a garment. So, in the barest of essentials, what is
my
"attachment"
to photography? In summation, the essence of my
"attachment"
to photography is that it was the first language that I
learned, which truly enabled me to have a dialogue about the world with
myself, and therefore others. This language developed as much out of an
exploration of the world "as pictures", as it did from the discovery of
photography as a tool to create "a
world"
of pictures. In answer to the
question, why photography? It is the language I know intuitively, and one
that facinates me with
its'
enigmas.
Finally, in the opening paragraph I referred to the significance of the
slow way in which I use the photographic process: slow in the act of
making a photograph by constructing elaborate still lifes; still slower in
the act of turning the negative into a positive gum print. I needn't rewrite
the preceding pages from this point of view in order to illustrate how
everything I have written relates my sense of process to my understanding
of reality. Suffice it to say, through the elaborate ritual of creating
images I can involve my total being: by so doing, I simultaneously create
my own separate reality, and yet move through the barriers of separate
identity into a more complete involvement in the world around me.
Discussion of Metaphysical Art 8
A discussion of my visual thesis work will also benefit from an
exploration of a historical and conceptual context, within which to discuss
the work. I will explore the historical context by delving into a brief
moment in the history of painting. A historical context is important, but
more important, is developing a language, both written and visual, that is
appropriate to the discussion of my visual work. Through discussing
specific historical art work, a language will develop. This language will
then provide a framework on which to build a conceptual context, that will
more fully describe my own visual work.
The historical review is for the greater part confined to the ideas and
paintings of a single individual, Giorgio de Chirico. He was the
self-proclaimed founder and practictioner of the tenets of the "scuola
metafisica". It is outside the scope of this paper to be concerned with
establishing the historical relationships and precedents to the
metaphysical style of painting. The level of popularity of the metaphysical
school was relatively small even at the height of its significance around
the period of 1917 through the 1920's. Researching the foundation of some
of the ideas that characterize metaphysical art will add a significant
perspective and dimension to the discussion of my own work.
The following quotation is about another artist's paintings, Giorgio
Morandi, who was minimally associated with the metaphysical school.
This statement is to the point and quintessential of metaphysical thought,
and it provides an excellent and insightful starting point. When writing of
Morandi's paintings of 1918-20, Cesare Brandi, an art critic, stated: "They
are resurrected not reproduced, their evidence is a spiritual one."(1)
Implied by Brandi's insight is a notion that paintings can represent more
than the mere reproduction of real things in paint on canvas. In fact, his
statement implies paintings can embody a spiritual significance (not to be
confused with religion per say,) ie., a metaphysical reality.
It was the self-stated goal of the two principle proponents of
metaphysical art, Carlo Carra', and Giorgio de Chirico, to address or make
evident a metaphysical reality through their paintings. De Chirico was the
most prominent painter of this small group. He was most likely,
its'
true
originator, though there was a period of close collaboration with Carra'.
This association took place when the two men, while in the Italian Army,
were stationed together in 1917, and out of that meeting came the actual
name "scuola metafisica".(2) My fundamental concern is what was meant by
metaphysical, and how did the paintings of Giorgio de Chirico reflect these
concerns.
I have to restrain myself from filling up the following pages with
quotations, but I need to rely on the artist's own words, seeing how they are
very unique, yet clear. The role of image, and the role of object or person
rendered as object is very important in metaphysical art. People, objects,
objects as people (mannequins), presented in scenes or still lifes, as found
in metaphjscal art, are not reproductions of their physical counter part:
they are in an unique sense intended as portraits, and used as a portrait
might be, to reveal the inner, hidden personality. In this case, hidden means
to be of a metaphysical reality. To illustrate this idea de Chirico has said:
"Revelation always plays the principle role. A picture reveals
itself to us, while the site of
'something'
does not reveal a
10
picture; but in this case the picture will not be a faithfull copy of
'that'
which has caused its revelation, but will resemble it
vaguely as the face of someone seen in a dream ressembles that
person in
'reality.'
And in all this, technique plays no role; the
whole sensation will be given by the linear composition of the
picture, which in this case always gives the impression of being
something unchangeable, where chance has never entered. "(3)
The meaning I derive from this is, when a
"picture"
reveals itself, it
would be more accurate to say that something (from the physical world) has
revealed
its'
non-physical "self", through the action of painting. A
metaphor is suggested: that
"something"
from the world can be and is,
cause for revelation, something of the "real
world"
acts as metaphor for
something that is not, and which can only be understood by means of
metaphor. The metaphor in this case is mysterious: on the one hand there
is to be something real and concrete and of the "real world"; and it is to act
as metaphor for a metaphysical reality, an understanding of which can only
be reached through intuition and faith. I am reminded of a verse by William
Blake:
"To see the world in a grain of sand
and heaven in a wild flower
hold infinity in the palm of your hand
and eternity in an hour."(4)
The quotation is included because it refers to a similar desire to see in
the real world evidence of, or manifestations of a metaphysical world. I am
also reminded of the tradition of Zen poetry where, through the use of
paradox, allusions are made to a heightened
self-awareness. I would
cautiously use the word spiritual, but
in fact its meaning is too personally
subjective. At least from de Chirco's point of view the following quotation
1 1
will help define his position:
"I believe and have faith that from certain points of view, the
sight of someone in a dream is proof of his metaphysical reality
-
in certain accidental occurences that sometimes happen to us; in
the manner and the arrangement that things appear to us and
awaken in us unknown sensations of joy and surprise: the
sensations of revelation. "(5)
By
"metaphysical,"
de Chirico is suggesting an abstract world strongly
linked to the physical one. It is a world that is perceived through
"revelation". I interpret
"revelation"
to mean an experience of ephemerial
insight into a metaphysical reality. Furthermore, de Chirico views art and
painting as a means to induce revelation. The activity of seeking revelation
is central to the drama of life. He states:
"one must picture everything in the world as an enigma, not only
the great question one has always asked oneself - why was the
world created, why we are born live and die . But rather to
understand the enigma of things generally considered
insignificant."(6)
By using painting as a medium through which he could "picture everything
in the world as an
enigma,"
de Chirico confounds the viewer with images of
everyday things placed in extraordinary settings and
circumstances. By so
doing, he attempts to provoke the viewer to an understanding of the "enigma
of things generally considered
insignificant."
Approaching this issue from a
slightly different perspective, Charles Solby observed while writing of de
Chirico's treatment of objects, that they "have the intensity of meaning
with which children invest their playthings."(7) The "intensity of
meaning,"
regardless of how one chooses to rationalize it, is key to the overall
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experience of wonder that emanates from de Chirico's paintings, and
doubtlessly was significant to his goals.
Continuing my elusive persuit of the metaphysical, I want to discuss
some more specific aspects of de Chirico's paintings, in the hopes that it
may shed a little more light on what I understand the metaphysical to be.
Also, I will discuss how de Chirico gave evidence of the metaphysical in his
paintings. De Chirico's paintings are particularly fascinating between
approximately 1912-1920. In any individual canvas, there is no one single
subject element or formal method that exclusively intriques me. Rather, it
is the blending, the juxtapositions, the paring down to essentials, and
allowing the relationships to establish their unique and exotic nature that
fascinates me - begging me to leave logic behind and indulge freely in a
rich world of association, which color the vast landscapes of his paintings.
De Chirico was obviously engaged by creating the illusion of deep space,
and he employed color and perspective orthogonal lines to accomplish this,
but, and it is important to note, he did not use aerial perspective. In so
doing, he was working with formal methods that were being rejected by the
predominant movements of art at the time. It is simply impossible to
generalize accurately about a period in history that had so many different
directions to artistic development. Yet, it can be generally stated that
whether the art was impressionistic, expressionistic, abstract, or cubist
etc., painting was moving drastically away from the use of
architectural
space; optically accurate draftsmanship, and
seamless modeling of light
used to vary shades of hue or tonality
smoothly. In a sentence, the
Renaissance ideals of painting were being rejected by the Moderns. The
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mainstream trends of modern painting were embracing flat space to the
extent of abstraction, utilizing broad fields of solid colors, or the
dramatic play of brush strokes as they interpreted light and color. In
distinct contrast, de Chirico employed formal neo-classicial techniques to
heighten the sense of illusion. For de Chirico, there was a strong link
between the illusion of deep space, that could be achieved through
architectural perspective, chiaroscuro, and metaphysics.
"Who can deny the troubling connection between perspective and
metaphysics?"(8)
De Chirico would also create a mystique to the perception of deep space by
simultaneously employing a cubist flattening of space with an intense
clarity of light that projected his architecture ominously forward (illus.
#1 ). (9) He used both modeling of light and flat fields of color to force
physical space through contortions rivaled by only Cubism and Surrealism.
Metaphysics and de Chirico's art were not only linked by the mystique, or
enigma of illusion, but also in his philosophy by sharing a common
foundation in Classical Greek art. Much of Greek art was created in the
spirit of their platonic philosophy. A philosophy which held that everything
in the real world of sensation is but a shadow of its higher pure form, and
that true art was an attempt to approach that idealized form. De Chirico's
sympathies with this philosophy are easy to trace.To achieve the profound
sense of mystery in his paintings, strong perspective
renderings weren't
enough for de Chirico. In many of his works there are wonderful spacial
contradictions: the viewer is taken inside here, outside there; shown
14
Giorgio de Chirico, "Melancholy and Mystery of a
Street,"
1914, oil on canvas 34 1/2 + 28 1/4
in Private collection, (photo. Allan Mitchell, Conn.) (c) spadem.
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objects that are disproportionately large in relationship to one thing, yet
small in respect to another; tricked into seeing things in the foreground
only to find them slipping into the background, etc., etc.. Every point
becomes charged, because when you fix upon it, it may flip flop to a new
illusion. De Chirico punches holes in space and weaves patches with a
fabric entirely of his own design (illus. #2). (10) When you move on from
some small distortion, it happily receeds out of the way to the dominance
of the complete, continuous, and
'linear'
composition.
By describing de Chiricos composition as "linear", I am directing
attention to de Chirico's fundamental respect for traditional formal
composition: the frame itself is well recognized, elements within the
frame are very well balanced; and there is fairly respectful treatment (use)
of foreground, middle ground, and background, etc. The attention given to
creating the entire composition with seemingly (if not inspected closely)
rational, optical, architectural correctness, underlines the role the world
of
"reality"
plays in the perception of the metaphysical. The superficial
correctness is ironic in respect to an image's iconographic composition,
which is thoroughly irrational. All these different planes of anomalous
space, populated with an irrational association of clearly recognizable
objects, supported within the strong framework of a formal composition,
makes de Chirico's images intensely enigmatic.
By using objects and surroundings that are familiar and
"re-presenting"
them in such strange and altered contextual space, de Chirico teases our
curiosity, encouraging us to look closer, creating conflicts that provoke us
16
Giorgio de Chirico, "Grand Metaphysical
Interior,"
1 91 7. 37 + 27. Private collection, Conn.
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to confront our assumptions in respect to normal reality. From a slightly
different point of view Soby writes:
"By wrenching objects-and frequently common place ones, like
biscuits, candies, toys, sticks and drawing instruments-out of their
normal context, they aspire to suggest a counter-reality which
would communicate directly with our subconscious minds."(9)
In de Chirico's picture world where everything seems to have a multiplicity
of meaning, like multiple personalities such as Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde, his
use of mundane objects seem anything but mundane. Architecture, bread
sticks, drafting tools, mannequins, and shadows are given the power to
articulate an unsettling vision. The degree of distortion de Chirico
considers necessary to inflict on reality is reflected by his following
statement:
"..., for I believe that one must never forget that a picture must
always be the reflection of a profound sensation, and that profound
means strange, and strange means uncommon or altogether
unknown. "(12)
He has successfully and acutely made us aware of the enigma of these
objects from bread sticks to manniquins, to architectural backdrops. But
beyond the enigmatic and yet essential to it, there is some overall sense of
reality that asserts itself, as if to validate, or make more real
- the
mystery. Mannequins engage in conversation punctuated by threatening
buildings, as the sun shines in late afternoon with a clarity that assures us
it is not a dream. It is this conflict between real and unreal, the
"jarred"
reality that stimulates an awareness of a
metaphysical world. For de
Chiricho, an admirer of Nietzsche, the following passage of Nietzsche's
18
must have had tremendous significance. (13)
"Indeed, the man of philosophic turn has a foreboding that
underneath this reality in which we live and have our being,
another and altogether different reality lies concealed and
therefore it [the latter] is also an appearance."(14)
Also important to note in de Chirico's work of this period is that it is
not specifically narrative, ie., the icongraphy is not arranged or composed
in order to stimulate the formation of a narrative. The visual composition
is highly ordered, and with deftness, spatially composed: this activates
the entire frame, and permits the eye free movement within the entire
composition. But the objects themselves, the icongraphy they imply, the
way they are composed, the contextual environment that surrounds them,





is given much to think about. Solby describes this
accurately as "poetic
dislocation."
Visual poetry that attempts to
describes how a man attempted to relate to his whole world, inclusive of
the metaphysical - sums up in an incomplete way my view of de Chirico's
work. As enigmatic visual poetry, de Chirico's images explore visual
metaphor for the articulation of profound questions. De Chirico states in
his own poetic prose:
"And the perspectives of buildings rise full of mystery and
misgiving, corners conceal secrets, the work of art ceases to be a
terse episode, a scene limited by the actions of the figures
represented, and it all becomes a cosmic and vital drama which
envelops men and constricts them within its spirals, where past
and future merge, where the enigmas of existence, sanctified by
the breath of art divested of the entangled tearfulness that the
man - outside the world of art
- imagines only to assume the
eternal, peaceful, consoling aspect
of a work of genius."(15)
Formation of the visual concept 1 9
The concept for the recent series of "still lifes", completed for my
thesis, has its roots in, and was inspired by a series of photographs I made
quite some time ago. A few things interested me very keenly in those
early photographs. To descibe them vaguely, foremost in the picture was a
prominant inanimate object, surrounded by many other things of all
natures. The critical element that energized the whole scene, was that the
more prominant object, was animated: it had it's own perceived
personality, a sense that was further contributed to by
its'
setting. We
have all encountered a particular toy, or, doll, etc. that we are really struct
by, because it was "life-like". It was this perceived personality, the
quality of being life-like that drew me into making photographs of those
objects. Those objects were made by an individual, and arranged, again by
another person as part of a store window display, of sorts. The human
activity envolved with the making, and likewise with the subsequent
arrangement, embued those objects with significant meaning. A cosmically
generated metaphysical stuff entangled and meshed "objects", "makers",
"arrangers", and
"environments"
into a web of interconnectedness: a
massive structure that moved with the slightest change of mind . The
object spoke of
its'
maker, and the arrangement of
its'
arranger. In some
moments these objects did not just have personality, they weren't just
animated, and the arrangements weren't just settings; the objects were
beings participating in a living moment: the moment was unchanging and
frozen, but it was alive. Thatwas my experience at the time, and I
attempted to make photographs in order to preserve that experience. For
my thesis I intended to
continue exploring this realm of experience.
20
At the time, I did not have a name for such an experience, it did not
matter. I discovered only recently how to name that experience; I now
understand it for myself as excepting the participation of a metaphysical
reality in my perceptions. It is not that I just discovered this way of
viewing events or form of thinking. In that respect, it is just the language I
have discovered which can adequately express these ideas. The prospects of
a deeper more profound reality has seemed quite natural to me. The
acquisition of belief has been very gradual, as has been the acquisition of
knowledge concerning the many ways of viewing reality.
A very significant part of the experience, when I first discovered those
found still lifes, was my awareness of the unique quality of space present
in the scene, and the photograph: a montage fabric of space, dense with
information that overlaped, intertwined, and dovetailed; and yet was open
and inviting the mind to weave free associations; heightening the
perception of real meeting unreal
- portholes to the mysterious and magical.
The "invisible bridges", between reality and "otherness", so brilliantly
reproduced by photography, were numerous and magnificently engineered.
When first starting the thesis project, I could not accurately articulate
what I desired to achieve, but with the foundation of those earlier
photographs I have described, I knew the feel very well. I knew there was
something about those photographs
I wanted to continue exploring. My first
written and submitted attempt at a thesis proposal touched on some of the
beliefs being discussed here. But the statementwas vague, unclear, timid,
and unsure, basically a reflection of the inadequate language and
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understanding I had at the time. It was revised, and this is important to
note, to reflect a more objective point of view. Instead of thrashing through
language in an attempt to describe the more esoteric nature of the images I
intended to create, I was advised to and did rewrite my proposal from a
more rational viewpoint. I confined the revision to a description of the
simple, quantitative, demonstrable activities that I would need to engage in
inorder to complete the project. On the other hand, I knew for myself that I
still had an intuitive sense of what I had been unable to articulate, so I
persued avenues that might lead me to a better understanding of what I
wanted to create.
Knowing that part of what I was seeking was associated with the diverse
assemblage of antique collectables; the flea market, a place I browsed
frequently anyway, was a natural place to start. The managerie of
collectables, toys and tools and a myriad of unrelated objects laid out on
tables were alive with associations. I began photographing small groups of
objects close and tight in, with a shallow depth of field. I was making
images of what I considered to be still lifes similar to the ones I had made
before. At that time, I was very interested by what I was photographing. I
considered that some of the photographs may actually be finished images,
needing only to be printed. The photographs in the following pages are
examples of the type of images I recorded in the flea market (illus. #"s
3,4,5,&6). As I mentioned, they felt similar, but something about them did
not impress me as being complete. I was not making any final decisions
because I was still anticipating John Wood's MediaWorkshop, and wondering






In anticipation of the workshop I began collecting
"found"
images. The
workshop was a very strong influence. The processes I explored during the
workshop such as, collecting
"found"
images, using my photographs from
the flea market and earlier, xeroxing them all, and putting them through
many levels of reproduction, then cutting and pasting and copying again, all
proved to be very enlightening. Through this process I discovered more
methods of creating that pliable space, dense with associations, which had
captured my imagination so completely. My goal was now clearly to find
my own personal materials with which to build that space. By this time,
all the influences and ideas were beginning to integrate, and I anticipated
collaging three dimensional objects and two dimensional collages in front
of the camera.
The path I followed, leading to the creation of successful images for my
thesis, was truely foreign and new, and could not have been anticipated.
That statement is a little ambigious, let me elaborate. It is a familar
experience for some of us to be looking for something, but when asked
what it is? We could not say. Or if asked, what does it look like? We
could not answer that either. But, as ironic as it may sound, we know that
we are going to recognize what we are looking for when we see it.
Obviously, many of these are memory experiences, and are a result of
having seen something before and forgetting. Some are not. It is the
experiences that are not the product of remembering, but are the process
of discovery that I am interested in. Somethings which are anticipated in
this latter fashion are not experienced within our normal realm of
sensation. Nor is the path to their discovery a normal one, for which I
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could draw maps and devise itineraries. I am reminded of a passage from
one of Douglas
Adams'
books, in which a human character attempting to
learn how to fly totally unaided, is instructed that he must throw himself
at the ground, and miss! Not an easy task for even the most nimble of
metaphysicians. A similiar dilema faced me while creating many of my
images: starting with no idea of what an image was going to look like, yet
being aware of a sense of anticipation of what the image should look like.
I was proceeding heel to toe, as if in a fog, and in that sense my path was
constantly changing, new and different.
The process or evolution of this thesis, from
its'
conception to the
photographing of the first still life of the series, is extremely important
to me. It highlights very clearly the growth of an idea from its fledgling
beginnings to
its'
mature manifestations. Hindsight, allows me to see how
much I relied on intuitive exploration, and not on an objective plan of
attact. This is true, even though I had a fair understanding of what I was
doing when making those earlier photographs that I have spoken of. Also, I
had a strong notion of what it was about those photographs that I wanted
to build upon. But, and I can not stress strongly enough, I did not have any
direct idea of how to start, nor any idea of how perplexing getting started
was going to be. Again, with the gift of hindsight, I can say that through
the evolution of the project the essential goal, (ie. recapturing the spirit
of those photographs I keep remarking about,) did not change significantly.
Surprisingly enough, considering the moments of how unclear I was, once
the still lifes were truly on their way to being created, they were as I had
sensed them, or pre-felt them to be.
Making the imaginary real: a journal 2 8
Durning the initial stages of the project, after the thesis proposal had
been accepted, after a lot of "image
reseach"
had been completed at the
flea market, after alot of "methods
reseach"
at John Wood's workshop, and
upon the completion of a couple of pilot images, I was very unsure whether
the completed images were working or not. In respect to, and in keeping
with my thoughts from the proceeding chapter, the pilot images were not
striking any chords of recognition. In other words, I had a sense of 'what's
wrong with this picture but no clear idea of how or what I should do to
'fix'
this problem. This difficulty, though quickly solved, nevertheless was quite
tedious and bewildering at the time. The route to its solution, as well as
the solution itself, was very important to the positive progress of the
project. Therefore, this as well as other major transitions are important
topics which need to be reviewed. ( Note; as a reference, the order of the
slides in the appendix are arranged chronologically.)
Reviewing events chronologically is the most expedient and informative
method of illustrating these transitions. The first image in the series
(slide #1 , appendix i) represents a bridge or transition between what I
knew how to do, and what I was attempting to explore. I consider it so
because in actuality the image is a
"re-make"
or alteration of another still
life that I composed sometime earlier for an entirely different purpose.
Just prior to my coming to R.I.T., I had been working on a series of
decorative floral still lifes. Wanting simultaneously, to complete an old
project and get my feet wet with my new idea, I composed a still life that
in one form would serve as a complement to my earlier piece, and then
with a minor change, it would hopefully open the doors on my new project.
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My plan for making one image transform into another was quite simple. As
I have mentioned earlier, one of the main qualities about some images that
intrigued me, and that I wanted to create, was a space that traversed
seamlessly from real to unreal and back again, transforming known to
unknown. All I intended to do to alter the still life was to remove the
conventional background and replace it with a more abstract background.
Thinking back upon my plan, and considering how much I had riding on a
positive outcome, it was almost dangerously naive. The conventional
background was a simple wall covered with textured fabric, with an antique
photograph hung on it to give the appearance of a 19th century interior. The
still life in front of this background consisted simply of a dried floral
arrangement and some collectables on a draped table. The conventional
background was replaced with a very large cyanotype. The cyanotype was
made during the summer workshop, and was the final product of a series of
steps. These steps led to the production of a large collage, which was then
xeroxed onto vellum with a very large machine. The resulting xerox copy was
then used as a
"negative"
from which the cyanotype was printed. With this
cyanotype now replacing the conventional background, I re-photographed the
table arangement of flowers and collectables. The resulting image from this
trial, is the first image found in the slides.
The image(slide #1) in my mind has some immediate difficulties. The
light is very democratic, suppressing the potential for mood in the scene.
The composition is too straight forward, allowing much of the image to be
read in a single glance. The entire image space is placed well infront of the
camera, therefore, the image is a safe distance from the viewer. The
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distance is strong and static. Between the viewer and the image, lies a
middle ground of still space, which weakens the image. On the positive side,
the image was very exciting, because in some areas of the image existed
that nebulous space. Within those areas were the demarcation zones
between the reality and "otherness". Those nebulous spaces existing within
the image participated in creating a tension between what could be
recognized as "figure", or as "ground". In this respect, the first still life
represented a step forward. My gamble had significant dividends, but
realizing those dividends as profits, which then could be applied toward the
creation of the second still life, was a challange, which I will review further
on.
It is illustrative to highlight specifically those spaces where figure and
ground merge in that first still life. In this particular image there are two
significant areas that exemplify what I am discussing. The first one is an
area of the background immediately above and behind the center objects on
the table. The detail in this portion of the background is just brush strokes,
left over from applying the cyanotype solution. The
brush strokes on the
background have a rhythm and a gesture that is picked up and repeated by the
leaves of the corn ears, which lie just below on the table and slightly
intersect the
"painted"
space. The transition in that area from the optical
space of the leaves to abstract space of the
"painted"
background, is uniform
and smooth. The second area is higher in the
image. It is the space where the
rose flowers are interweaving with the
background. Some of these flowers
come forward and have depth behind them, yet
others sink inexorably into the
background - wedded completely with the pictorial,
abstract space of the
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background. Again this transition is smooth and unbroken. Small as they are,
and seemingly inconsequential to the image as a whole, these spaces are key
to holding the image together.
Because the relationship between what is supposedly figure and what is
supposedly ground is blurred, the background becomes a integrated pictorial
element. The background is not just
"ground"
and the objects "figure". At
these junctures, which I described, figure and ground move together and
abstract one another, making less real "the real", and in a very important way
making the unreal equivalent to the real. It is important to stress this last
notion. If there were no blurring of the relationship between figure and
ground, the background would recede and separate from the rest of the
elements in the picture. It would separate to such a degree that it would
entirely resist integration within the picture. This would cause the
background to be perceived as a completely autonomous pictorial element and
its'
incongruity, instead of provoking curiousity, would be objectionable. The
unreality of the background would be dismissed as a fantasy that had no
bearing on the rest of the elements in the picture.
As the first picture completed for this project, it put me on track and in
touch with some of the issues I was interested in dealing with. It was a
major transition from concept to physical manifestation. Aside from the
positive aspect, the impression from the over all image was not what I was
looking for. This certainly made me uneasy, because I did not
know why. Also
as I mentioned earlier, because of the problems encountered during the
creation of the second image, I found that some of my first success was due
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to good luck, and not because I had a strong notion of how to accomplish what
I wanted. The making of the first image was in a way an experiment, giving
me ideas as to some of the necessary ingredients, but not a recipe.
My approach to the second still life is almost comical to look back upon,
although at the time, I was feeling confused and frustrated. I have included
an 8x10 photograph of the first attempt at the second still life (appendix)
so the reader may compare the beginning with the end result, (slide #2). At
first glance, one can see the radical change. It was not a problem that I
found a solution to myself. Perplexed by knowing that something was wrong,
and not knowing what, pressed by time, I decided that I needed help. I took
examples of work that I felt were successful along with the problem
photograph and sat down with a trusted advisor to ask and clarify what the
difference was. When you are too close to your work, and too wrapped up in
schedules, it is amazing what can pass before your eyes without you seeing
it. Once the advisor began to make observations, my misjudgement was
evident. It was amusing to discover that I could miss such an obvious wrong
turn. To explain, following the first still life, when I composed the second
still life, instead of moving closer
- 1 moved back, instead of mystery
- 1
chose clarity: everything in front of the camera was sharply
focused. An
even stronger distance was imposed between the viewer and the elements of
the image, then had been in the first still life. The discussion
with the
advisor provided me with insight to these obvious errors; now I had a
practical sense of how to accomplish the feel. It appears so simple that it
seems silly to spend any time relating
this experience. But silly, in fact, is
far from the truth because at the time I was stumped
- blocked, and it took
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perceptive advice and help to move on. That is the significant reason why I
related this experience. It was a critical juncture. The project, still a
fledgling, could have run even harder aground in confusion. So I am stressing
the significant influence another person can have. I think I was fortunate to
have this opportunity available.
Though the progress from the first attempt to the second was major,
subsequent trials were necessary to iron out details before the final
composition was completed. Even at that point, there were certain aspects
of the image that would wait to be resolved when it was enlarged and printed
in gum. Once the final composition was finished for the second still life, I
had the opportunity to reflect. My understanding and sense of direction were
immeasurably strengthened. With confidence gained and more understanding
of how to accomplish my goals from a practical, logistical standpoint, I
could be more relaxed and keyed into my intuition when creating new still
lifes.
From this point forward, I could focus more on the link between my
response towards the personality of the objects and the process of creating
images. The process also became a search and find mission for objects
whose personalities struck me in a strong fashion. Then in turn, these
personalities would inspire certain moods, which would necessitate finding
other objects in order to build an environment. There were no other major
transitional changes. Now the work changed as the objects pressed their
influence. Sometimes that influence was strong and forced some shifts in
the way I was working.
Reflections on significance 3 4
In some comprehensible way I would like to weave together the loose
strands of thought that cover the preceding pages. I hope to do this within
the framework of general discussion about the images I have made: where
they came from, and what my intent was when creating them.
The most fundamental influence on the evolution of the images is my
relationship to the objects I employ. This relationship is essentially
emotional, though it is more complex than that. It also is a relationship
that is strongly influenced by my awareness of a metaphysical reality that
surrounds these objects. In order for me to discuss my work it is
unavoidable that these esoteric issues are contemplated.
When I encounter or acquire a special object, a bonding or strong
attachment occurs. This is mostly because I perceive a strong emotional
quality embedded in, and projected by the object. It is this same quality
that I have been referring to as personality. My perception creates a
reciprocal relationship: an emotional communication, which evolves
between the object and myself. The communication creates the seed from
which everything else germinates.
How do I, if I can, rationalize why or how I perceive such an emotional
quality in an inanimate object? Answer: the object is a vehicle for the
projection of the values and feelings of it's maker. Once made, it is also a
vessel for the values and feelings of
its'
owner or owners down through
time. These qualities can be sensed in a profound way, not just observed.
As a parenthetical thought, if I had one reason to give as to why most of
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the objects are older looking, and that I am strongly attracted to older
objects, it is because all those years of existence have enriched those
objects'
personalities. Sometimes age is not an issue because the maker
has created such a strong personality in the object originally. In contrast,
many newer objects, made for the consumer world, have diluted generic
personalities, making them less individualistic and unique.
Inanimate objects that have strong personalities are inherently
enigmatic. The enigma or mystery is facet, a part of a larger whole that is
comprised of many influences, which describe my relationship with
inanimate objects. When I refer to makers and owners, and the objects
they make or own, as being expressions of, or vessels for their values, I am
expressing a belief: a belief that inanimate substance, through these
human machinations, become spiritualized and participate in some form of
consciousness. It completes the description of my relationship with these
objects to comment that not only are some objects vehicles for the
convience of emotion, but are owners of a level of consciousness.
It is impossible without embarking on an entirely new thesis to define
clearly what I mean by consciousness. A brief statement is important and
will have to suffice. Consciousness is a different form of energy, as is
heat, or radio waves, etc., etc., and is similarly found in greater and lessor
amounts. In
its'
higher forms of energy, consciousness becomes
"self"
consciousness. In all forms, it is an energy that radiates, (even if
imperceptively weak), and by radiating, it affects other conscious
energy.
Likewise, a transmitter of consciousness can be stimulated by other, or
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stronger, or sympathetic consciousness. A good analogy for this effect is
how a vibrating string will transmit its vibration and cause other strings
to vibrate. Very simply, in summation, all matter has the potential for
some level of consciousness. Hence, if enough conscious energy has been
poured into some lump of matter by a "maker", then that matter takes on
some substainable level of consciousness of
its'
own. It is with a minor bit
of trepidation that I address this aspect of my understanding of reality. I
suspect this is not a widely popular view of the world. Unfortunately as
interesting as this topic is, to further substantiate or defend this theory
would deviate significantly from the course of this paper.
These personalities that I have been referring to are not nameable
specifically, or definable as types. The reason is because I consider my
perception of them to be thoroughly subjective, and as such, it will differ
from other people. For example, someone may look at an expression on a
doll and think it looks sad, and someone else may say the expression looks
contemplative. This difference of perception is understandable, and
desirable. What is important to me is that the expression is recognized and
agreed upon as being emotional, and leave it at that. The perception of
emotion that is generated from inanimate objects is an important issue to
the work.
In order to create my images, it is the personalities that I attempt to
key into: to understand, so that I may orchestrate them; making each
personality clear individually, yet harmonizing well in groups. By saying I
am making them clear, I do not mean to simplify,
or to remove complexity:
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I want the personalities to be vivid.
Many of the objects, as I have mentioned before, in my opinion already
have strong personalities. It is this sense of personality that makes me
conscious of the
objects'
enigma. Enigma is evidence of a metaphysical or
spiritual reality. These personalities exist in a very real sense: they are
altered by their surroundings, and their surroundings in turn are altered by
them. The discussion I have concerned myself with, represents issues that
are continually present, and which I address when I create images. It
follows that I am in complete agreement with the sensiblities of people
like de Chirico, who believed strongly that embedded within the
commonplace is evidence of the metaphysical.
By allowing the doors of perception to be open to these experiences, the
world of reality becomes richer and broader. In this way, some of the
paintings, referred to as metaphysical art, were a great discovery for me,
encouraging me to clarify my own perceptions and motivations. Also much
of that work will be a wonderful source for inspiration. The historical
writings about this art, and the artist's writing about their own work, has
been a critical source for clarifing my discussion of my work.
My intent is not for my images to communicate to the viewer my
philosophy that I have just described. The preceding
explanations have been
specifically and soley about my own relationship
to the images I create -
not what I imagine the viewers relationship to be. In this paragraph, I will
explain my hopes and expectations in respect
to the viewers relationship
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with the work. The images are little theaters and the viewers are the
audience. I assemble a cast of characters, create an environment around
them that intrigues the viewer, and that invites them to set it all in
motion. As another way of explaining, imagine walking into a full theater
production. It is complete with actors, sets, lights, etc. As a whole, the
scene is totally unfamiliar to you, yet there are bits and pieces you




are asked to direct, to create the dialogue, and complete the play. A sense
of this experience is what I hope to create with my work. The theater
metaphor provides the closest sense of what I envisioned for my work in
the public sphere. Of course there is one other significant factor: the
choice of players, the mood of the set, is of my creation.
When creating a image I respond to the personalities of the objects as I
intuit them to be. Starting either with a central character, or a intuition
of a scene, I then gather moods, nuances, shades, and anecdotes, etc., in the
form of objects that I sense will contribute to the image. I try to
encourage all the elements in the photograph to cooperate so that the
relationships between objects, or objects and environment, creates a
whole that is greater than the sum of
its'
parts. At times, perhaps a great
deal of the time, the relationships created in the photograph are the most
important dynamic of the image. Just as significant as any object's
personality, are the relationships that evolve
when more that one object
shares the same space. The process of creating an image involves the
orchestration of these interacting forces.
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The images have within them visual references to mechanical things, to
religion, to the world of the sexes, to the world of creatures, from
experiences of childhood to adulthood. The images are dense with all these
things because they reflect the density of experience. Experience, which at
every moment, is in some way colored by our awareness of these concerns.
My response to the profundity of sensation created by human culture is
reflected in the work. We constantly surround ourselves with symbols in
our daily life, and I see myself amplifying that process. It may go hand in
hand, that many of the objects which I am attracted to because they have
strong personality, are so, because they are also richly symbolic. Also,
many images have an overall sense of nostalgia, almost like a thin film
that slightly veils the image. This feeling perhaps comes from the process
of creating while in the state of reflection: reflection upon how all these
these objects are symbols of any individual at any given time, as well as
symbolic of the larger culture they exist within. In this sense, I intend the
images to be symbolic.
Yet, as I have said before, hopefully I have created a theater with a lot
of generic symbolism that the viewer is encouraged to personalize. Also in
a general sense, I hope to inspire in the viewer a greater awareness of
perceivable personalities (personalities to be taken in any sense) of any
object, to whatever end. For myself, the
expression of emotion is more
significant then any direct literal symbolism.
Gum printing; historical & archival issues 4 0
This last chapter addresses historical and archival issues concerning
the gum dichromate process. The gum process is a very significant factor
in respect to the images I produce, because it is a process with many steps.
To produce an image involves a great deal of preparation, and a significant
amount of time in order to nurture an image into existence. To have my
hand involved in all aspects of creating the final object, which is also an
image, is just another simple manifestation of my world view which I
presented in the preceding pages. To address the gum process from a
historical and archival point of view, enrichens the entire experience. The
activity of research resembles many of the other activities that comprise
the total experience of creating art.
The light sensitivity of dichromates when combined with a colloid,
(gum arabic, starch, gelatin, etc.) was discovered by Suckow (1830) (16).
The dichromates, when in mixture with a colloid, harden the colloid making
it insoluble in water after being exposed to ultraviolet light. The process
of hardening colloids with dichromate and exposure to ultra violet light
was not used for photographic purposes until 1834. Mungo Ponton was the
first to utilize the property of dichromated colloids for photo-sensitizing
paper. Ponton however, did not use any pigments or inks in his emulsion.
Instead, he relied on the tanning of the colloid by the dichromate to leave
an image. His method would produce a readily perceived image, but it
lacked depth and general tonal range.
The process was considerably improved when in 1855 Alphons
Pointevin
suspended powdered carbon in a dichromated gelatin solution (17).
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This gave the emulsion far more range in reproducing tones. Later in the
1 800's other ways of coloring the emulsion were devised. For instance,
different pigments were suspended in the emulsion, powders were
sprinkled onto, or inks brushed onto the developed image while it was still
swollen and wet. The latter method is what is known as the bromoil
process. Still other methods of use for dichromated colloids were
discovered; for example, a hardened colloid was found to be a good acid-
resist for photo-mechanical processes.
From the discovery of the photographic properties of dichromate
colloids in the early 1800's , till the 1900's, numerous means were devised
to utilize those properties both photo-mechanically and purely




(1864), he briefly outlines at least 7 processes utilizing the
light sensitivity of dichromated colloids. As a result, many of the final
image materials, though basically of all the same constituents, have
decidedly different characteristics. These differences directly affect
their long term life and the way they deteriorate. Most notable, in contrast
to a gum print, is a carbon print of the same era, because it displays an
inclination towards cracking of the gelatin image in the shadow areas. The
cracking is apparently a result of the considerable thickness of the gelatin
in the shadow areas. Gum prints on the other hand, having a thinner
emulsion layer are more flexible, and not inclined to crack.
For the purpose of simplification and clarity, what is referred to as a
gum print in this paper, is a purely photographic print where the image
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material is comprised of gum arabic, which was sensitized by dichromate,
and prior to exposure an inorganic pigment was suspended in the medium
for tonality and color.
"If not altogether new in principle it is so in its application,
for the very qualities which caused it to be cast aside at the time
of its original inception as worthless, or at least impractical, are




That statement written in 1889 by Alfred Maskell and Robert Demachy
was made in reference to a dissused photographic process, gum dichromate,
which was then experiencing a revival. The qualities referred to are those
of the emulsion and the inherent flexibility of the process. Gum dichromate
can be printed on many types of paper of varying texture as long as they can
withstand repeated soakings. The emulsion can be one of many different
colors or mixtures of colors, but in general practice, the pictorialist used
only a small number of variations. Gum printing can record fine detail, yet
retain a certain softness or mellowness in the image. By far the most
important factor is that the emulsion can be totally manipulated in the
development stage.
The quotation reflects the sentiments of a small group of pictorialists
working in photography in the late 1800's and early
1900's. It is important
because these photographers were producing images by the gum dichromate
process. Though there are other examples of this method of printing prior
to the 1880's, they are few. The reason being, as noted in the quote, prior
to the pictorialist, the gum dichromate process was considered of little
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value. This was because other printing methods such as albumen with its
impeccable reproduction of detail and tonality was much better matched to
the aesthetic sentiment of the period. So, from the historical perspective
the significant body of work produced in gum was made by the pictorialist
in the late 1800's, on into the 1900's.
The style of the pictorialist is significant in the first hand
identification of gum prints because the print was often manipulated
during development. The result of this manipulation was a unique look,
exclusive to the gum print. As mentioned earlier, during development the
emulsion is in a delicate state, where if left undisturbed, it will
accurately reproduce the negative; but if it is desired, a brush or some
other instrument can be used to partially or totally remove, obliterate, or
modify the image. The evidence of brush strokes or other manipulation are
readily visible in many of the prints of this period. For example, many
prints do not have a defined boundary: instead, the boundary of loose brush
strokes is defined by the subject of the picture. Where these
characterizations are evident a gum print is easily identifiable. But, again
there were so many hybrid ways of working with the process often only a
detailed analysis would be able to distinguish between the subtle different
types of prints.




process published in 1898 to be the hand book of many
people who used the process during the period. Also, I would regard it as
representation of the acceptable use of gum printing materials at the
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time, by persons of similar education and photographic inclinations who
might have had the information from other sources. Given that, there are
generalizations that can be made regarding materials that are most likely
to be found in a gum print of that era.
Before beginning a discussion of how these prints might fare over time,
a brief review of the materials involved is appropriate. The support on
which the image was printed was a high quality rag paper. Only such a
paper would be suitable for gum printing, on account of the long duration
that the paper needed to be soaked in water during development. The image
in a gum print is comprised of the pigments suspended in the gum arabic,
and this mixture gains its actinic quality by the addition of a dichromate.
Once the emulsion is prepared, exposed and developed, it is bathed in alum
to remove the remaining dichromate (19). The final image then is
comprised of just gum arabic( hardened), with the pigment suspended
within it. The final print consisting of rag paper, gum arabic, and inorganic
pigments is a very inherently stable and archival object. Yet nothing is
totally permanent nor immune to the assalt from external elements.
Rag paper as a cellulose, even though pure, (absence of appreciable acids
or lignins), is a polymer that can be degraded by the action of light. Both
visible light and ultraviolet radiation contribute to the oxidation of fibers,
"chain
breaking"
of the polymers (20). The molecule of cellulose is made up
of monomers linked /bonded together in a coiled helix to form a long chain
or polymer. The chemical tenacity of this bonding gives the cellulose fiber
its strength. Oxidation of particular elements in the chain cause the chain
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to break, thereby weakening or severing the fiber. Though the ultraviolet
radiation in direct sunlight can manifest considerably more destructive
energy, visible light in a long term display situation, if at a too great of
intensity, can be equally destructive. The net result of "chain
breaking"
is
the weakening of the fiber and embrittlement of the paper. The presence
of moisture as with any oxidative reaction will facilitate this
deterioration. The rate of deterioration will be inter-dependent on the
intensity and spectrum of light and the level of moisture present.
To a certain degree the emulsion of hardened gum protects the paper
from the environment. There are exceptions, for example, in situations
where the print is placed in intimate contact with other materials that
may infuse contaminants. A likely contaminant would be lignin from a
wood backing board, often found used in old frames. In such cases the paper
will deteriorate regardless of the protection the emulsion may provide.
The more contributing factors present, ie. contaminants, intense light, or
high RH, the more rapid the deterioration. RH, in and of itself, can be a very
important factor, because environments that are too dry, below 40% RH.,
can cause breakage of the paper fibers. In all display circumstances the
elimination of sunlight, observation of accepted ranges for RH, and proper
incandescent illumination levels will greatly enhance the life of the paper
support.
Also of great importance, environmental pollutants will severely affect
the stability of the paper. In most urban
environments contaminants such
as sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, ( both which will form acids when in
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an atmosphere of sufficient moisture) and ozone can be assumed to be
present in the unfiltered atmosphere. These pollutants are activated also
by greater humidity will attack paper by oxidizing certain elements of the
polymer and thereby breaking the chain. The display and storage
environment should be kept free of these pollutants through the following
means, filtration of inducted outside air and control or elimination of
ozone producing copiers , wood storage cabinets, faulty heating systems.
Many of the factors noted to affect the paper will affect the gum arabic
as well. The most critical to the preservation of the gum is the level of RH.
Long term exposure to a high level of RH, 65-70% or above, creates a fertile
environment for the growth of molds. Gum is hygroscopic and in
atmospheres of high RH will swell up and take on water, allowing mold to
grow on the surface. Also, the gum in this water ladened state is much
more apt to allow the infusion of the pollutants mentioned earlier. The
growth of the mold will in turn break up the bonds of the gum, while
producing other impurities that will stain and contribute to the
deterioration of the paper. The staining is most often produced by iron
salts that are either a product of the molds growth, or attracted to the
mold by some other compound produced by the mold. Once the mold has
started breaking up the bonds within the gum, the gum then becomes more
and more susceptable to the presence of moisture, creating a cycle of
deterioration. Another RH issue is that great fluxuation of RH can cause
permanent damage by warpage, which breaks paper fibers and cracks the
emulsion. Radiant heat sources such as lights, radiators, heat vents, that
are too close to a particular print can cause a significant drop in the RH of
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that print regardless of the ambient RH%.
The most stable component, it appears, of the gum print is the actual image
material itself, pigment. Again, I refer back to Maskell's and Demachy's
treatise, for ther they give recommendation as to the pigments suitable for
gum printing. Most of the pigments mentioned fall into the classification of
carbons, ochers, umbers, and siennas, all of which can be considered very
permanent. These pigments are mineral or metallic in origin and chemically
are inherently stable. One exception is van dyke brown which is considered
a fugitive pigment (21). All these pigments, when used in gum printing, are
'locked
in'
the insolubilized gum arabic. This environment effectively
protects the pigments from factors that could alter their permanency, as in
water colors where the pigments are directly exposed to the environment.
For all intents and purposes other than long term exposure to direct
sunlight, these prints are considered fadeless.
In conclusion, though gum print images are far more stable than their silver
counter parts, they suffer from many of the same and equally destructive
forces as silver prints. Regardless of the permanency of the image
material, if the paper support or gum binder are sufficiantly deteriorated,
the image is no more savable than a faded silver image on a well preserved
support. In respect to silver print, gum prints do not need any extra care,
and in some respect can receive less care, though that is not recommended.
If maximum longevity is expected from a gum print then following the
accepted care procedures for any paper artifact is strongly
recommended.
The Gum Dichromate Process 4 8
The basin steps inp^iHp-
I- Preparation of paper, (sizing)
2. Preparation of stock solutions for emulsion




This is a messy and unfriendly procedure so you should process large batches
of paper at one time.
Materials: Unflavored Gelatin, 37% formaldehyde, glass rod, water.
(A) Pre-Shrink Paper
Soak paper until totally wet in a tray filled with 1 10 degree water or hotter.
Hang with clothespins to dry.
(B) Sizl
Mix:
4 envelopes of Gelatin
per
1 liter of water
(mix larger quantities for large batches of paper)
Sprinkle gelatin into pan or tray of hot water (1 10 degrees) mixing
constantly to dissolve gelatin. Once all the gelatin is dissolved, remove
bubbles. Place tray in sink or larger tray with hot running bath to keep
gelatin from hardening. Submerge paper individually into tray, removing air
bubbles from surface of paper, flip paper, let sit a minute. Take paper from
the tray and draw both sides over a glass rod to remove the excess.
Important: hang to dry from two corners to prevent excessive curling.
(C) Hardener:
37% formaldehyde (available at most pharmacies)




1 liter of water
Totally wet paper in solution, breaking air bubbles, remove from tray and
draw over glass rod to remove excess. Hang to dry from two corners.
(D) Repeat B & C.
Except use a final hardening mixture of 25cc of formaldehyde to one liter of
water. It is necessary to size the paper twice to insure the sizing will hold up
after many, many printings.
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2- Preparation of stock solutions for emulsion:
Ingredients: Ammonium Dichromate, gum arabic, pigments,
photo glo, and small open mouth bottles.
(A) Ammonium dichromate is purchased in dry form from a chemical outlet.
EXTREME CAUTION: Handle with gloves only, if contacted with skin, wash off
immediately with water and soap.
Working Solution:
Mix: 29 grams Ammonium dichromate
per
1 0Occ water@ 1 25 degrees F.
This solution is slightly light sensitive and should be stored in a tightly
capped brown glass bottle. If crystals occur after storage, slightly heat bottle
to redissolve them.
(B) Gum Arabic:
Commercial grade 14% Baume is suitable.
(C) Pigment:
Windsor Newton tube pigments are recommended, and you can use either
watercolor or gouache, though not all colors can be use.
(D) Stock solutions of pigments diluted with gum arabic:
Stock solutions are mixed to maximum pigment density,(any greater will
stain paper, ) and are used at this strength for printing shadow detail. Stock
solutions are further diluted 1 .1 - 1 .2 with gum arabic depending on desired
results for printing highlights and middle tones.
Approximate stock solutions for most watercolors:
1 gram pigment to 10 ml gum arabic.
Approximate stock solutions for most gouaches:
1 gram pigment to 2 - 5 ml. gum arabic.
These stock solutions are easily stored in smallbottles.
(E) Photo flo 200: for even coating.
3. Coating paper with a light sensitive solution:
(A) Mix: pigmented gum arabic solution of desired density
1 .1 with sensitizing
solution, (Ammonium Dichromate) plus a couple of drops of photo
flo.
Mix well.
Note: 5 ml. (2 1/2 ml. pigmented gum and 2 1/2 ml. Ammonium Dichromate) is
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enough to coat a 10 and 12 surface area.
(C) Coat sized paper in low room light using a foam trim brush available at your
local hardware store. Pour all the solution into the center of the paper and
spread out smoothly. Any area left too thick from uneven coating might flake
off during development.
(D) Hang to dry in dark place. Hang from two corners Takes
about 20 minutes to dry.
(E) Important: Wash all utensils and brushes immediately.
4. Exposing:
(A) When coated paper is thoroughly dry, attach negative, emulsion to emulsion,
with tape on the corners. Do not use tape that is so sticky it tears the face of





(B) Place paper with film attached into contact print frame and check
registration. Registration marks must be perfectly aligned or the print will
suffer miss-registration.
(C) Expose to direct Sun using the following estimated formulas:
Exposure Length Foi Pigment
Dilution*
Long (2 - 5 min.) Highlights Fairly diluted, e.g. 1 :3, 1 :2
Medium (approx. 1-2 min.) Mid-tones Medium dilution, e.g. 1 :2, 1 :1
Short (30 sec. - 1 min.) Shadow areas Stock Solution
5. Washing (Development
(A) Place exposed print face down in tray full of room temperature water. Let the
print sit at least five minutes in the tray, undisturbed. You may want to let it
sit face down much longer.
CAREFUL: the emulsion at this stage is very fragile and can be easily marred by
excess agitation of by touching it against another surface.
'Suggested pigment dilution are for water colors and are not applicable to Gouaches.
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(B) Selective Development:
After the print has set for at least five minutes, very gently lift the print and
flip it over. It is not yet fully developed. With a brush or fine gentle stream
of water, you selectively develop different areas of the image by brushing or




1 . Use a heavy brush over the whole image.
2. Hot water bath.
3. Rapid stream of hot water.
4. Cheap plastic plant sprayer.
*only necessary for overexposed prints or special effects.
(D) If pigment is no longer running from the image it can be hung to dry.
6. Multi-colored prints: Repeat all of steps 3, 4, and 5.
7. Clearing bath:
This is the last step and it removes all the dichromate stain from the paper.
(A) Mix: 50 grams Potassium Metabisulfite and 1 liter of water.
(B) Soak print in solution until until yellow stain is gone.
(C) Soak print in cool fresh water bath 30 minutes; hang to dry.
Conclusion 5 2
It is no exaggeration to remark that I have already said a great deal
more than I intended or wanted to say. So what is there to conclude,
except that I am entitled to my opinion, which I have obviously freely
expressed? Well, while I'm on the topic of opinion there is just one more
area yet to cover. The "Thesis Sharing".
Perhaps the "Sharing is one of the most significant events of the entire
MFA graduate experience, or in any event has the potential to be so. As a
visual artist, the relationship of my art work to an audience is something
that I am more than mildly curious about. The
"Sharing"
provides an
opportunity to gain significant perspective on an audience's viewpoint.
Albeit, the audience is mostly an eclectic group, who by virture of their
own endeavors are capable of an empathetic response to my own struggles,
and therefore perhaps more generally supportive and less critical of
specifics. However, there are those in the audience who will respond to
the same situation by being extremely critical, bringing to bear a skill of
observation and analysis not possessed by the general public. So it equals
out, and the ensuing discourse may bring to light important issues for the
aritist.
Well, I seem to have a fairly positive outlook on the
"Sharing"
procedure. That must mean I had a rewarding "Sharing". Now that I have
mentioned it, in fact, I did. At my
"Sharing"
there were a lot of interesting
and insightful observations made. I am glad I recorded it, so that I have
been able to listen to the discussion over again. There is one
observation I
have made, and it finds a very appropriate
place in the conclusion. I
observed that as the discussion progressed,
though there were still
occasional questions directed at myself, it appeared
that the discussion
could continue just fine without me, (not
that I would want to miss it).
The visual work seemed to have provided
enough stimulus to engender a
sustained conversation about what things did or did
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Title: PhotogaphicWork 86/87
Purpose: To examine visually "found objects", most of which are
representations of human form. To use photography as a tool to reintegrate
and to create a new context for these forms.
Scope / background:
"
I get out my work and have a show for myself
before I have it publicly. I make up my own mind about it
- how good or bad
or indifferent it is . After that the critics can write what they please. I
have already settled it for myself so flattery and criticism go down the
same drain and I am quite
free."
Georgia o'Keefe
I can remember distinctly my first reading of that statement over
eight years ago. It has always made me reflect on my own experience in
situations where an image(s) I have made was being viewed or discussed.
Those times have often left me quite flat and bewildered, raising the
question : if it is not for the reward in the form of discussion by
interested viewers, what is it for? I do not think I could have articulated
my motives then, though there was the drive, and
it was obviously working
within myself because I have kept at it. I've returned to making images
after long fallow periods. I've made life
decisions involving occupational
and educational persuits leading me away from image making, only to
change my mind maybe
even years later. Why I work at making images is
some what clearer to me now. For
myself the reward is when an image
grows up before me and
detaches itself, like the moment when a soap
bubble leaves the bubble wand and floats
off: at that moment there is a
feeling of amazement and
wonder. Being able to return to that feeling time




Procedure: I propose to make these images visable to myself and others
through the use of various means:
1) camera formats 35mm through 8x10.
2) imaging processes








These proccesses and materials will be used to transfer and transform the
images as it is suitable to each image as it evolves. Hopefully as the
images evolve the processes will transform.
Experimentation and exploration of images is already in progess.
Experimentation with different materials and processes is on going . I will
have a show of finished work in the spring of 1987.
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